so the Rite, is to SING to have the Vision. Then experiences and travel

recall another event.
In the country of Mexico. The city of Puebla, the Chalula Temple,
August Zh, 1981,. Legends had it that the Indians covered this Temple
to escape the Soldiers of Spain.
You can take a tou? through this mound of dirt, which is suppose to have 5 miles of underground tunnels , which show this
Temple at different levels. Again we have a Ca§hed_rel buil@ righi; on_ top of this Ancíeîxt Temple. However, the back Gf this
mound of dirt has been dug out that shows the Temple that still stands. The legends are questionable because one can see the
Ancient Temple Blocks built right into the walls of Cathedral that sits at the top of this mound of dirt. It cannot be missed. But
one the Temple walls, its clearly written, Indians practiced there Songs and Dances done in a set manner, which was heard by the
CREATOR, GREAT SPIRIT at a given TIME and there was a phenomenon as the sign the Song' and Dance were seen and heard
by the GREATOR, GREAT
SPIRIT . '
One only has to use logic to reason this idea. If one
was to alter it, it could only give the Ancient Indian credit for Astrononíc
The Puebla Chalula Temple which has been covered with dirt is about a
quarter of mile square. It is a good 300 to h,OO feet high with a Catholic
Church built on top of it.. Three sides of this Mound aŕeeso steep only a _gooi
mountain climber ‘would make it up, while side one you can_~.waJ.k up to the
Church but it is hard walk. __
The question which engineering problem, how long would take a
modern day company to make a steep hill like this? I know personally if
one hundred Earth Movers were there,ìt could be done inf a day if they
could climb the steep incline which they can't, so that's out.
Remember the Indians were on the run and they covered. a temple a quantrr
of a mile square 300 feet high. lí' you believe that, you'll believe anything
If that was me running that machine, ene scoop and I would have covered all
the ‘spanish soldiers coming after me.

